
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a computer network defense
analyst. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and
to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be
considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for computer network defense analyst

Provide weekly update to the government on current status of cyber
readiness
Provide a robust set of checks and balances to protect against unauthorized
network modifications, penetrations, and other threats that might affect
mission operations
Manage antivirus definition files on DCGS Enterprise information systems
Provide guidance and assistance to other units and agencies responding to
security events
Track and ensure enterprise compliance of Information Assurance
Vulnerability Alerts (IAVA), DISA assist bulletins, and Air Force Computer
Response Team (AFCERT) notifications and compliance with other governing
directives
Perform and oversee network vulnerability scanning functions IAW governing
directive
Perform security scans, analyze scan results, and documents findings for
products as required to successfully complete continuous monitoring
Continuously assess new security related technology and tools for
applicability within the customer environment
Monitor and perform regular security checks looking for indicators of
compromise and actively monitors threat detection infrastructure
Review system and other related application logs to validate backups are
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Qualifications for computer network defense analyst

Specialization i Must have experience performing computer programming
tasks with Python Programming (can read from and write to a SQL database,
can process JSON formatted data (import/export), can process SML
formatted data (import/export), can read from and write to files from a fixes
and removable storage, can programmatically write scripts to collect, filter,
evaluate Operating System artifacts and/or Network Packet Captures for
threat analysis and signs of intrusion)
10 years of experience performing computer network defense (CND) incident
triage with a Bachelor's degree in Computer Science or other technical field
Must have 5+ years of experience in network defense and/or Incident
Response and a Bachelor's degree in Computer Science or other technical
field
Discover and characterize network and platform anomalies to include cross
domain violations and submit findings to the Reporting Team Lead for
analysis and report generation
Conduct all multi-source threat analyses to examine host behaviors and
network traffic for high priority malicious attacks, anomalous traffic, or other
incidents of interest, generating and providing reports as appropriate
Integrate Cyber Threat Intelligence to inform customer on newly discovered
threats and vulnerabilities associated with the technologies used in the
enterprise for the purpose of developing hunt analytics


